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Practical Rails Projects (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
If you are a web developer who has already realized the power of Ruby on Rails but wants to take your Rails knowledge further, this book will be invaluable to you. Practical Rails Projects assumes you know the basics of using the framework, concentrating instead on taking you through the creation of a multitude of practical real-world...
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Foundation Expression Blend 2: Building Applications in WPF and SilverlightFriends of Ed, 2008
In this book, you'll:
	Learn the Blend 2 and Visual Studio 2008 development environments
	Create designs using Blend 2's unique tools
	Use XAML and C# to add interactivity to your designs
	Publish your Rich Media Applications to the Web using Silverlight


The only real tool available...
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Citrix XenApp Platinum Edition for Windows: The Official GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The Authorized Guide to Citrix XenApp Platinum Edition for Windows

Design, deploy, and maintain a virtualized, on-demand enterprise application delivery infrastructure. Citrix XenApp Platinum Edition for Windows: The Official Guide explains how to ensure high availability, enhance productivity, and reduce costs...
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Flash with DrupalPackt Publishing, 2009
Due to its power and expandability, Drupal has become one of the most popular open source content management systems. At the same time, Flash has been adopted for its ability to create beautiful and dynamic web applications. By combining these technologies, you can create Flash applications that are both visually stunning and rich in content....
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Photoshop Elements 8: Top 100 Simplified Tips and TricksVisual, 2010

	Photoshop® Elements 8 Top 100 Simplified® Tips & Tricks includes 104 tasks that reveal cool secrets, teach timesaving tricks, and explain great tips guaranteed to make you more productive with Photoshop Elements. The easy-to-use layout lets you work through all the tasks from beginning to end or jump in at random.


	Rob...
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Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009 Programming CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009 is a business management solution that helps simplify and streamline highly specialized business processes such as finance, manufacturing, customer relationship management, supply chains, analytics, and electronic commerce for small and medium-sized enterprises. ERP systems like NAV thus become the center of a...
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Compared to What?: An Introduction to the Anaylsis of AlgorithmsW. H. Freeman, 1991

	I am very pleased to have this new book in the Aho/Ullman series Principles of Computer Science. I see this book as a major step toward making computer science theory accessible to the wide range of students who need to know the subject. It covers a good segment of the classical material on data structures and algorithms, but it does so in a...
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PHP jQuery CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Nowadays, web applications are behaving more and more like desktop applications with lesser page loads and more user interaction and effects. The Web has become faster and applications such as Gmail and Facebook have given a new meaning to web applications.


	PHP on the server side and jQuery on the client side (browser) are a killer...
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CouchDB and PHP Web Development Beginner’s GuidePackt Publishing, 2012

	PHP and CouchDB Web Development will teach you the fundamentals of combining CouchDB and PHP to create a full application from conception to deployment. This book will direct you in developing a basic social network, while guiding you through some of the common pitfalls that are frequently associated with NoSQL databases.


	CouchDB...
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The Fourier Transform & Its ApplicationsMcGraw-Hill, 1999

	This text is designed for use in a senior undergraduate or graduate level course in Fourier Transforms. This text differs from many other fourier transform books in its emphasis on applications. Bracewell applies mathematical concepts to the physical world throughout this text, equipping students to think about the world and physics in terms...
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Overbooked: The Exploding Business of Travel and TourismSimon & Schuster, 2013

	Tourism, fast becoming the largest global business, employs one out of twelve persons and produces $6.5 trillion of the world’s economy. In a groundbreaking book, Elizabeth Becker uncovers how what was once a hobby has become a colossal enterprise with profound impact on countries, the environment, and cultural heritage.

	
...
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Zend Framework 2 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you are pretty handy with PHP, this book is the perfect way to access and understand the features of Zend Framework 2. You can dip into the recipes as you wish and learn at your own pace.


	Overview

	
		Recipes to help you create, test, and optimize your applications
	
		A useful guide for PHP...
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